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A B S T R A C T

The assessment of skin sensitization has evolved over the past few years to include in vitro assessments of key
events along the adverse outcome pathway and opportunistically capitalize on the strengths of in silico methods
to support a weight of evidence assessment without conducting a test in animals. While in silico methods vary
greatly in their purpose and format; there is a need to standardize the underlying principles on which such
models are developed and to make transparent the implications for the uncertainty in the overall assessment. In
this contribution, the relationship between skin sensitization relevant effects, mechanisms, and endpoints are
built into a hazard assessment framework. Based on the relevance of the mechanisms and effects as well as the
strengths and limitations of the experimental systems used to identify them, rules and principles are defined for
deriving skin sensitization in silico assessments. Further, the assignments of reliability and confidence scores that
reflect the overall strength of the assessment are discussed. This skin sensitization protocol supports the im-
plementation and acceptance of in silico approaches for the prediction of skin sensitization.

1. Introduction

Allergic contact dermatitis (ACD) is a common skin condition that
results from the induction of a dermal immunological response after
repeated exposure to a skin-sensitizing substance. ACD poses a sig-
nificant public and occupational health concern, and much effort has
been dedicated to the identification and classification of skin sensiti-
zers. Historically, assessors have relied on human (Human repeat insult
patch tests (HRIPT) and Human maximization tests (HMT)) or animal
testing, the latter commonly using guinea pig (Guinea pig maximization
(GPMT) and Buehler tests(BT))(Organisation for Economic Co-opera-
tion and Development (OECD), 1992) and mouse models (Local lymph
node assay (LLNA))(OECD, 2010a) to identify potential skin sensitizers.
The guiding principles of the “3Rs” (replacement, reduction, and re-
finement) as applied to animal research(RUSSELL and BURCH, 1959)
have influenced the implementation of regulations, such as the 7th
amendment of the Cosmetic Directive (Council Directive 76/768/EEC
of 1976-07-27; Cosmetics Regulation: REGULATION (EC) No. 1223/
2009), European substances legislation No. 1907/2006 (Registration,
Evaluation, Authorization and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH)) in

the European Union; and Section 4(h) (Reduction of Testing in Verte-
brates) of the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) in the United States.
These regulations either prohibit the use of animal testing or only allow
animal testing if results obtained by alternative methods are not suffi-
cient to assess the sensitizing potential of a chemical. The “3Rs” to-
gether with the need for higher throughput and more mechanistically
informative methods, continue to drive the development of non-animal
methods. In this regard, in silico, in chemico, and in vitro methods in
concert play an integral role in the hazard assessment of skin sensiti-
zation.

In silico models, along with in vitro tests, have been and continue to
be developed for predicting the outcome of the four key events (KEs)
described in the OECD adverse outcome pathway (AOP) for skin sen-
sitization (OECD, 2014). It is generally accepted that the skin sensi-
tizing hazard of a chemical can be effectively assessed through the in-
tegration of non-animal approaches (Kleinstreuer et al., 2018; OECD,
2017). However, there may be data gaps that are generated through the
exclusion of chemicals that do not meet the physicochemical property
requirements for the in vitro tests, and in silico methods that could be
used to fill such gaps may lack transparency as they are sometimes

Fig. 1. A generic hazard assessment framework that shows the relationship between the key components of the protocol.
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viewed as “black box” tools. There is also no consensus on how to in-
tegrate in vitro data and/or in silico predictions for these events with
existing in vivo data.

The protocol detailed in this publication outlines a framework in
which in silico methods could be applied and integrated with existing in
vivo and in vitro experimental data to identify potential skin sensitizers,
and to provide consensus on the development of models and the in-
terpretation of model results. In silico methods are likely to play an
important role in understanding the hazard and risk associated with
chemicals (Myatt et al., 2018). Assessing sensitization is a necessary
component of classification and labelling, workers’ safety and occupa-
tional health (where ~20–30% of compounds may be sensitizers),
regulation of cosmetics and other industrial chemicals as well as pro-
duct discovery. Previous studies have evaluated the potential use of in
silico tools to predict sensitization hazard or potential (Roberts and
Aptula, 2014; Roberts et al., 2006). However, there remains a need for
in silico guidelines and the definition of principles and procedures that
are specific to the prediction of skin sensitization relevant mechanisms.
To this end, this skin sensitization protocol has been developed based
on the experience of a cross-industry consortium comprising 39 dif-
ferent organizations and represents a consensus of how to use in silico
methods to predict skin sensitization.

1.1. Hazard assessment framework (HAF)

Fig. 1 provides a representation of a generic hazard assessment
framework. The hazard assessment framework defines the relationship
between mechanisms and effects that are relevant for the prediction of
skin sensitization. The mechanisms and effects are molecular pertur-
bations and manifestations, respectively, that lead to the adverse

outcome and are reflected in the AOP for skin sensitization (Myatt et al.,
2018). The mechanisms and effects are assessed based on in silico or
existing experimental data. Each mechanism/effect assessment is as-
signed a reliability score (RS) which reflects the inherent quality of the
assessment Section 2 of the Supplementary Material (SM2). The re-
levance (scientific predictivity) of the effect/mechanism is also as-
sessed. Rules and principles are used to combine the mechanisms/ef-
fects to derive an assessment of non-apical endpoints (i.e., endpoint 1
and 2 in Fig. 1) that are relevant for sensitization. The non-apical
endpoint assessment is assigned a confidence score, which is a reflec-
tion of the reliability, relevance, and completeness of the assessment.
Non-apical endpoints are combined via rules and principles to derive an
overall assessment for skin sensitization (the apical endpoint) with an
associated confidence score. The framework is designed to derive an
assessment for hazard, with risk being outside the scope of the protocol.
Fig. 2 shows the hazard assessment framework for sensitization and the
relationships between the following endpoints:

• Covalent interaction with skin proteins

• Events in keratinocytes

• Events in dendritic cells

• Skin sensitization in vitro (defined approach)

• Skin sensitization in rodent lymphocytes

• Skin sensitization in rodents

• Skin sensitization in humans (weight of evidence)

A comprehensive and mechanistic assessment for skin sensitization
includes the four KEs described in the AOP as well as available in vivo
data and other supporting elements (OECD, 2014). A mechanistic un-
derstanding of the sensitizing process is detailed within the AOP for

Fig. 2. The hazard assessment framework describing the in silico components relevant for skin sensitization. In silico models could be developed for any effect or
mechanism within grey boxes.
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skin sensitization and becomes necessary in the development of this
framework. In order for a chemical to exert a sensitizing effect, a series
of well-defined stages/events occur that lead to the development of
effector T cells (as opposed to regulatory T cells, which lead to tolerance
(OECD, 2014). A chemical's ability to induce each KE is critical in-
formation that is used in the development of the HAF. Sensitization is
acquired through two distinct phases. During the initial induction
phase, the immune system is primed through dendritic cell presentation
of the sensitizing chemical to naïve T-cells. The induction phase occurs
upon first contact with the sensitizer and a physiological response is
typically mild or absent. Upon re-exposure to the same sensitizer, the
primed immune system is activated and an inflammatory response oc-
curs. This phase is called the elicitation or challenge phase and results
in the manifestation of the symptoms associated with ACD: the ap-
pearance of rashes, blisters, and welts. A comprehensive assessment of
the skin sensitization potential of a chemical includes the four KEs that
are described in the induction phase (OECD, 2014).

1.1.1. Key event (KE) 1: Molecular initiating event (MIE) – covalent
interaction with skin proteins

The MIE for acquiring skin sensitization is the covalent binding of
an electrophilic chemical to a nucleophilic protein, typically the thiol
group of cysteine or the primary amine group of lysine (Fig. 3). The
interaction of the sensitizer (hapten) with the protein leads to the for-
mation of a stable hapten-protein conjugate. While a hapten-bound
protein may result from direct interaction of the protein with an elec-
trophile, some chemicals require either metabolic (pro-haptens), or
abiotic transformation through oxidation (pre-haptens) prior to com-
plexing with dermal proteins. The hapten-protein interaction depends
on the number of available nucleophilic target residues, steric

considerations (targets on the surface of a protein are more easily ac-
cessible than those in folds), and the microenvironment (hydrophilic or
hydrophobic) (OECD, 2014). The formation of this complex is critical
for the activation of the immunological cells that are responsible for
sensitization.

1.1.2. Key event (KE) 2: Events in keratinocytes
It is accepted that interactions with the hapten lead to the mod-

ulation of inflammation-related pathways and oxidative stress response
pathways in keratinocytes (OECD, 2014)(Fig. 3).

Nuclear factor (erythroid-derived 2)-like 2 (Nrf2) is a transcription
factor that trans-locates into the nucleus of keratinocytes and binds to
antioxidant/electrophile response elements (ARE). This in turn, in-
itiates the transcription of genes related to oxidative stress responses,
such as NADPH-quinone oxidoreductase 1 (NQ01) and glutathione S-
transferase (GST). Nrf2 is repressed and controlled by the Kelch-like
ECH-associated protein 1 (Keap1), which facilitates the ubiquitination
and degradation of Nrf2. Keap1 is a cysteine (thiol) rich protein which
can be modified by electrophiles (haptens) and oxidants. This mod-
ification to Keap1 induces conformational changes in the protein that
releases bound Nrf2, allowing it to bind AREs and promote the ex-
pression of cyto-protective mechanisms (OECD, 2014). In addition,
interaction of the hapten with keratinocytes stimulates the production
of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-18 (Natsch, 2010). The release
of cytokines by keratinocytes (among other factors) plays a role in
stimulating the maturation of dendritic cells (Sumpter et al., 2019).

1.1.3. Key event 3: Events in dendritic cells
Langerhans cells and dermal DCs are responsible for the presenta-

tion of the protein-hapten complex to naïve T-cells in the lymph node

Fig. 3. Adverse Outcome Pathway (AOP) for skin sensitization. MIE-molecular initiating event, KE (1–4) - Key Events 1–4.
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during the induction phase (Fig. 3). Following the uptake of the protein-
hapten conjugate, DCs process and present these peptide fragments in
the context of major histocompatibity complex (MHC) molecules to
naïve T cells. Matured DCs migrate to the dermis and to the lymph node
under the influence of cytokines and chemokines that are secreted by
keratinocytes and fibroblast in the dermis (OECD, 2014; Sumpter et al.,
2019). During maturation, cell surface markers, adhesion molecules,
cytokines, and chemokines are upregulated. The upregulation of co-
stimulatory adhesion molecules (e.g., CD54, CD86) ensures that pro-
fessional antigen presenting cells develop and initiate an immune re-
sponse. When there is a lack of co-stimulation, T-cell anergy (a state in
which the lymphocytes remain hypo-responsive after encounter with
antigen) and a lack of sensitization may result (OECD, 2014; Vocanson
et al., 2009).

1.1.4. Key event 4: Events in lymphocytes
Presentation of the fragmented peptide complex within the MHC to

naïve T-cells results in their activation. This leads to the differentiation
and proliferation of memory T-cells. Memory T-cells migrate to the
dermis and also circulate throughout the body. Upon re-exposure to the
same hapten, the memory T-cells are activated (elicitation phase) and
the immune response is triggered; the result is the manifestation of
ACD, an irreversible immunologic response (OECD, 2014).

KE 1–4 can be used to assess the ‘skin sensitization in vitro endpoint’,
which in turn can be extrapolated to the ‘skin sensitization in humans’
endpoint as shown in Fig. 2. These in vitro endpoints can also be pre-
dicted by in silico models as outlined in the HAF (Fig. 2) and described
in Section 2.

The availability of in vivo (usually rodent) data is relevant to the
overall assessment of ‘skin sensitization in humans’ and facilitates the
development of in silico methods to predict the results. KE 4 (lympho-
cyte activation and proliferation) can be measured with an in vivo
mouse model and the adverse outcome (e.g., erythema) can be assessed
in guinea pigs. The events in lymphocytes (when assessed in mice) and
the guinea pig assessments can be combined to provide an overall as-
sessment of ‘skin sensitization in rodents’. Skin irritation may be a
confounding factor and so is also considered at this point. An overall
assessment of ‘skin sensitization in humans’ can be determined through
the integration of the ‘skin sensitization in vitro’ and ‘skin sensitization
in rodents’ endpoints. Historical human test data may also be available
and in silico models can be developed to facilitate its prediction. This
information also propagates into the ‘skin sensitization in humans’
endpoint.

The HAF consists of evaluation of KE1-4 via in vitro or in vivo testing,
physio-chemical properties, and human data (Fig. 2). The assumption is
made that all chemicals are capable of dermal penetration as a con-
servative measure (Fitzpatrick et al., 2017). The endpoints in the fra-
mework may be informed through available data, in silico predictions,
or data acquired through conducting a test. The protocol defines gen-
eral rules and principles for integrating data towards an overall

prediction of the adverse outcome in humans. The incorporation of
lines of evidence that may not directly relate to sensitization; such as
skin irritation, means that the protocol takes the form of an integrated
approach to testing and assessment (IATA).

1.2. Integrated approach to testing and assessment (IATA)

Given the definition of an AOP for skin sensitization and the
availability of historical data, the endpoint is effectively predicted using
an IATA. Limited data for the KEs along the AOP have restricted the
development and applicability of in silico models to predict these end-
points while in vitro testing is mainly used to derive an assessment of the
activation of KEs along the AOP pathways. This may change in the
future, as more data become available and more robust in silico models
can be developed. Nonetheless, through an integrated scheme, the
overall endpoint of ‘skin sensitization in humans’ is assessed as a
function of the activity at each KE, with additional evidence from either
existing data or in silico predictions of in vivo responses and metabolic
biotransformation. Previous research has focused on developing such
schemes and these non-animal integrated strategies are receiving in-
terest from regulatory authorities. The publication of the ‘Interim
Science Policy: Use of Alternative Approaches for Skin Sensitization as a
Replacement for Laboratory Animal Testing’ is an example of regulators
adopting this more integrated approach (EPA, 2018). Additional non-
animal assessment strategies are currently being developed and vali-
dated, and more approaches may be adopted for regulatory purposes in
the future (Kleinstreuer et al., 2018). While several integrated ap-
proaches invoke the AOP and integrate the KEs to derive an overall
assessment of skin sensitization, it has been argued that failure or
ability to sensitize could be explained by (in)sufficient activity in the
‘covalent interaction with skin proteins’ endpoint, and the evaluation of
subsequent KEs is less important (Roberts and Aptula, 2008). To this
end, the authors believe that a HAF that can facilitate multiple ap-
proaches is necessary. The ideal framework should be generic enough
to facilitate possible variations in analysis while maintaining a high
level of reproducibility and transparency. Rules and principles for
combining results for each endpoint are defined in this protocol. These
rules will set the foundation for the reproducibility and flexibility of the
framework presented here.

1.3. Defined approaches

Previous approaches have incorporated rules that connect various
aspects of the toxicological pathway to skin sensitization. The “2 out of
3” integrated testing strategy approach to skin sensitization hazard
identification proposed by BASF uses a data interpretation procedure
(DIP) that labels a chemical as a sensitizer or non-sensitizer based on
the concordant reactivity of the chemical in two in vitro tests for KE1 -
KE3 (Urbisch et al., 2015). Several other integrated strategies have been
developed to assess either hazard or potency (Section 1 of the

Table 1
Sources of data for the development of in silico methods.

Database Description

NTP-ICE Integrated Chemical Environment (ICE), an open access database with results from NTP Interagency Center for the Evaluation of Alternative Toxicological
Methods (NICEATM)

SkinSensDB SkinSensDB is a collection of data from published literature to facilitate the development of AOP-based computational prediction methods(Wang et al., 2017)
ECHA-CHEM European Chemicals Agency (ECHA) database is an open access database containing data for chemicals manufactured and imported in Europe. Although the

summaries are publicly available, extracting data in large amounts requires special consideration as the studies are proprietary
TOXNET-HSDB Hazardous Substances Data Bank (HSDB) is an open source database that provides information on human exposure to potentially hazardous chemicals
EURL-ECVAM-

DB-ALM
The European Union Reference Laboratory for alternatives to animal testing database service on alternative methods to animal experimentation is an open
access database, containing information on percutaneous absorption

CosIng European Commission database of current and historical data for cosmetic substances and ingredients
RIFM The Research Institute For Fragrance Materials (RIFM) monographs contain human health and toxicological data for fragrance and flavor raw materials.
Proprietary Databases generated within a specific institution. Structure activity relationship (SAR) fingerprints
Literature Manual curation of peer-reviewed articles and published training sets such as Cronin and Basketter (1994)
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supplementary materials and described in detail elsewhere (OECD,
2017)). Each approach addresses particular elements of the AOP. At the
time of this manuscript, no single approach is viewed as being superior
to the others and selected approaches vary based on the availability of
computational tools and data.

2. In silico methodologies and models

Historically, in silico models have focused on the prediction of an-
imal data (particularly the LLNA), and few have considered the rest of
the mechanisms established in the AOP. Therefore, it is necessary to
examine how in silico tools could be developed to model mechanisms
related to the KEs described earlier.

Depending on the availability of high-quantity data, different types
of in silico models can be developed. Table 1 provides a list of data
sources. Larger amounts of data, preferably with a strong mechanistic
understanding of a specific toxicological process, can support many
different types of models. Datasets that cover a broad chemical space
can support the development of global Quantitative Structure-Activity
Relationship ((Q)SAR) models, provided that the descriptors are re-
levant and mechanistically-related to the endpoint that is being pre-
dicted (Roberts et al., 2007). Where data are sparse, generated with
different protocols, or generated through multiple mechanistic path-
ways (as may be the case in human studies), methods such as expert-
alerts or read-across may be more appropriate.1 Statistical models may
also be developed; however, these models are potentially limited by a
smaller applicability domain. On the other hand, the mechanistic un-
derstanding and classification of chemicals into a mechanistic domain
means that local QSAR modeling may be a feasible approach for as-
sessing events related to the sensitizing endpoint. One of the earliest
attempts to develop a local mechanism-based QSAR model to predict
EC3 concentrations in the LLNA, used the Relative Alkylation Index
(RAI, a function of electrophilic reactivity, lipophilicity, and dose)
(Roberts et al., 1991; Roberts and Williams, 1982). Subsequently, sev-
eral Quantitative Mechanistic Models (QMM) have been developed
with the goal of identifying physicochemical and other descriptors that
contribute to a mechanistic understanding of an endpoint of interest
(Aptula and Roberts, 2006; Roberts and Aptula, 2014; Roberts et al.,
2011; Roberts and Andreas, 2009). The rest of Section 2 discusses the
mechanisms or effects that could be predicted and which types of in
silico methodologies could facilitate the predictions. On a general note,
in silico methods typically derive structure activity relationships (SAR)
for organic salts by using the structure of the freebase. In cases where a
metallic fragment will be removed in the generation of the freebase to
derive the SAR form of the structure, the potential hazard posed by the
metal should be considered. In the area of skin sensitization, removing
nickel fragments may lead to an underestimation of hazard for struc-
tures that contain them. To more accurately facilitate predictions in
these cases, the metal may be attached to the ligand, or the metal may
be kept unattached in the training set. The model builder may also
decide to remove the salt structure entirely from the training set;
thereby, excluding the metal from the applicability domain of the
model.

The following sections describe general considerations for building
in silico models based on the available chemistry, biology, and testing
data. Section 1 of the supplementary material provides a detailed de-
scription of the experimental data that are relevant for assessing skin
sensitization. Methods to assess the reliability of the data as well as in
silico predictions have been previously described by (Myatt et al., 2018)
and are summarized in Section 2 of the supplemental material.

2.1. Covalent interaction with skin proteins, KE1

In silico and or experimental assessments for whether a given com-
pound will participate in covalent interactions with skin proteins are
primarily generated based on understanding of metabolism, reaction
domain assignment and protein reactivity.

2.1.1. Dermal metabolism
The allergenic potential of a chemical may be increased or de-

creased through metabolic pathways or abiotic oxidation; these factors
are important for predicting a chemical's potential to induce dermal
sensitization. Metabolic detoxification takes place in two phases, which
may or may not occur simultaneously. Phase II metabolism appears to
be more abundant and active in the skin than in the liver, although
Phase I enzymes – though not dominant – are inducible in the skin
(Dumont et al., 2015). Given differences in expression profiles between
the liver and skin, the potential use of liver metabolic data to predict
metabolites in the skin will necessitate strategies for accounting for the
differences in the expression of isoenzymes between liver and skin
(Madden et al., 2017).2 One strategy for predicting metabolic activation
towards sensitization in dermal tissues is to derive alerts to indicate if a
chemical may be a pro-hapten. This approach is currently limited by the
size of the databases of pro-haptens and a general lack of skin specific
data (although knowledge has been gained through experience over the
years). Currently, it appears that the range of structural features that
are activated towards sensitization via metabolic pathways is small.
Given the absence of skin-specific metabolic data, it is challenging to
definitively conclude on the topic. Natsch and Haupt (2013) in-
vestigated the activation of pro-haptens by rat liver S9 fractions in the
KeratinoSens™ assay, and identified phenolic and alkoxy groups at-
tached to a benzene ring, some aromatic amines, and conjugated dienes
in or in conjunction with six-membered ring as structural features that
may require pro-activation to behave as haptens in the assay (Natsch
and Haupt, 2013; Basketter et al., 2005; Basketter et al., 2005). The
features identified do not represent a comprehensive and thoroughly
defined list of features that undergo metabolic transformation leading
to sensitization.

2.1.2. Reaction domain
Existing mechanistic information on hapten-protein interactions has

been used to construct in silico models for predicting sensitization po-
tential based on a compound's structure and known – or predicted –
reaction chemistry. The mechanisms for forming protein-hapten com-
plexes involve the interaction between an electrophilic chemical
(hapten) and the nucleophilic moiety on a skin protein (generally thiol
or primary amine groups). Common mechanisms by which the sensi-
tizer (hapten) may bind to the protein are: Michael addition, acylation,
Schiff base formation, unimolecular nucleophilic substitution (SN1),
bimolecular nucleophilic substitution (SN2), or nucleophilic aromatic
substitution (SNAr). Within each of these mechanistic domains, there
are mechanistic alerts and structural alerts. Structural alerts are defined
as molecular substructures that can activate the toxicological effect or
mechanism (Myatt et al., 2018). Structural alerts that are characterized
by a common reaction site are defined as mechanistic alerts (Aptula and
Roberts, 2006; Enoch et al., 2008; Roberts et al., 2015). Structural and
mechanistic data do not always suggest a toxic effect, however – some
structural features, such as steric hinderance, have been found to mi-
tigate toxicity by decreasing the ability of the hapten to covalently bind
to proteins – and these features may improve an in silico model by
providing this additional information.

Classification of mechanistic and structural alerts within mechan-
istic domains allows for local QSAR modelling within each domain

1 The reader is referred to (Myatt et al., 2018) for a more general discussion
on these methods.

2 The supplemental material provides a brief summary of the differences
between skin and liver metabolic enzymes with relevance to humans.
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(OECD, 2011), provided that one has the relevant quantitative in-
formation describing the protein-hapten bond. To this end, the fol-
lowing physical-chemical property descriptors are commonly used to
predict interactions between haptens and proteins: Molecular weight
(MW), Log P, solubility, rotational bonds, electronic and topological
descriptors (e.g., quantum mechanics calculations), or chemical struc-
ture-based descriptors (e.g., the presence or absence of different func-
tional groups) (OECD, 2011). The factors constituting an acceptable
and validated model have been described in previous work (Myatt
et al., 2018). However, it must be noted that due to the expert nature of
deriving structural alerts based on reaction chemistry, existing in silico
tools can only incorporate our current knowledge of protein-hapten
reaction chemistry (rather than the quantification of a physical or
biological process), and that future models could be improved as we
increase our mechanistic understanding of these processes. QSARs on
the other hand, are not limited by current knowledge of mechanistic
processes and the combined use of structural alerts and QSARs may add
value to the analysis.

2.1.3. Protein reactivity
Protein reactivity has been studied using model nucleophiles to

assess protein-chemical interaction in in chemico assays. While the
binding mechanism between the protein and the chemical could be
described based on reaction chemistry as discussed in the previous
section, any in silico tools (either statistical or expert rule-based) de-
veloped based on in chemico assay data will be limited in their ability to
predict sensitization due to pro-activation. To overcome this limitation,
predictions based on reaction chemistry, protein reactivity, and dermal
metabolism should be considered in concert to generate an overall as-
sessment (described in Section 3.1).

While protein reactivity measurement is feasible across all reaction
domains described in section 2.1.2, experimental results show that
within the domain of Schiff base formers there is a lower correlation
between the in chemico-based DPRA model and in vivo and human data
(Urbisch et al., 2015). While Schiff base formation may be theoretically
feasible, the abundance of water within the peptide reactivity testing
environment may limit some reactions. As such, peptide reactivity was
found to correlate poorly with the potency of aldehydes, as Schiff base
formation may be limited under testing conditions in the DPRA (Natsch
et al., 2015). Further analysis revealed that more potent Schiff base
formers (atranol, chloratranol, and salicylaldehyde) are reactive under
physiological conditions (Natsch et al., 2012). However, the LLNA EC3
values of Schiff base formers are well correlated (R2 = 0.95) with a
combination of logP and a reactivity parameter based on substituent
constants (Roberts et al., 2006). Differential reactivity within a me-
chanistic domain is an issue that could become relevant in the devel-
opment of in silico models, and particularly in those that use read-
across. Such instances may not be unique to the protein reactivity
mechanism but may require examination across all toxicological end-
points.

2.2. Events in keratinocytes, KE2

A comprehensive prediction of keratinocyte activation covers events
on several levels of biological organization and includes the expression
of biochemical, genomic, and proteomic pathways, and quantifies the
release of pro-inflammatory mediators that stimulate dendritic cells in
KE3 (OECD, 2014). Validated protocols are established for assessing the
induction of ARE dependent pathways, and, as such, the development
of in silico models can be considered for this assessment. However, the
breadth of information and data describing other pathways could be
informative and may drive the development of in silico models to pre-
dict additional pathways in the future.

Statistical modelling is feasible; however, the availability of data is a
critical factor influencing the success of measures to implement models
based on AOP in vitro tests. Descriptors relating to the covalent

modification of the cysteine-rich Keap1 protein could be used to de-
velop mechanistically-relevant QSAR models. There may be limitations
in predicting compounds which preferentially bind hard nucleophiles
such as lysine since the in vitro tests predicting KE2 rely on the cysteine-
dependent modification of Keap1. Therefore, false negative predictions
may be more common for compounds that react via acyl transfer,
within the domain of Schiff base formers, including short chain alde-
hydes, and longer chain saturated alkanals. Other electrophiles that
prefer hard nucleophiles may also produce false negative predictions
(Urbisch et al., 2015). This could be a potential issue in read-across
analysis and should be addressed during an expert review.

In silico prediction of KeratinoSens™ and LuSens (in vitro test
methods for assessing ARE activation in keratinocytes) data yields di-
chotomous (either positive or negative) test results (OECD, 2018b).
However, integrated assessments of potency may require continuous
data input such as EC1.5 (the lowest concentration inducing a 1.5-fold
change in luciferase activity), IC50 (concentration for 50% reduction of
viability) and EC3 values (concentration with 3 fold luciferase induc-
tion) (Natsch et al., 2015).

2.3. Events in dendritic cells, KE3

Dendritic cell activation is similar to keratinocyte activation in that
predictions can be made on the levels of protein and gene expression.
Methods have been validated for measuring the expression of specific
cell surface markers which contribute to T cell activation and pro-
liferation. Published databases may contain data for dendritic cell gene
expression of co-stimulatory and adhesion molecules (cell surface
markers: CD54 and CD86) and Interleukin-8 (IL-8) (Nukada et al., 2011;
Urbisch et al., 2015).

As noted for the KE2 endpoint, care must be taken when integrating
testing data from the various in vitro assays into KE3 in silicomodels due
to differences in the types of data that may be produced by different
assays. The continuous data outcomes predicted for these assays, such
as the EC150 and EC200 values from the h-CLAT assay; the CV70 and the
EC150 in the U-SENS™ assay could be used in integrated strategies to
predict potency. These and other in silico predictions of the Ind-IL8LA
(induced interleukin-8 luciferase activity) could be used to support the
hazard assessment; however, since a statistically-derived experimental
variable (confidence interval) is needed to determine a positive call, a
more practical approach may be to dichotomize the assay results and
make binary predictions.

Often, it is helpful to build models that use threshold values to
convert continuous data into dichotomous (yes or no) values. For any of
the in vitro or in chemico test methods that are used to assess a KE along
the AOP, using threshold values, in silico predictions could generate
dichotomous predictions of KE activity using these in vitro or in chemico
test endpoints.

2.4. Events in human lymphocytes, KE4

The lack of standardized data makes in silico predictions of in vitro T
cell activation and proliferation challenging. A paucity of data for this
endpoint is not surprising, however, as the value of predicting this key
event remains in question, and the significance of an in vitro estimate of
KE4 can only be speculated at this time. It is possible that the magni-
tude of the T cell responses at KE4 may be the key event that allows us
to make distinctions between different potency classes in vitro (OECD,
2014), but the issue has not been settled. Consequently, only the in vivo
Local Lymph Node Assay has been accepted as a standardized method
for assessing this endpoint.

2.5. Events in rodent lymphocytes, KE4

The LLNA is the only standardized in vivo method used to measure
the proliferation of lymphocytes in response to immune system priming
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by a test chemical as well as the potency of the chemical as a skin
sensitizer. The results of the assay are reported as the concentration of
the chemical needed to induce T-cell proliferation by a pre-chosen
factor (usually 3, 1.6, or 1.8 times the baseline amount as assessed by
the stimulation index (SI))(OECD, 2010b; 2010a, 2018a). The LLNA has
been used extensively, and it is quite feasible to build in silico models
using statistical and rule-based methods due to the ready availability of
data, although, the majority of such data is proprietary. While the
publicly-available LLNA data could facilitate statistical modeling, the
model coverage may be reduced for industrial applications. However,
the combined use of statistical modeling and structural alert definitions
could be a strategy to overcome this limitation.

The irritation potential of a chemical could be a confounding factor
in the experimental LLNA, and the issue of irritation translates into in
silico assessments. Training set examples and analogs under con-
sideration for read-across should be examined for their irritation po-
tential. Studies indicate that non-sensitizing irritants (such as surfac-
tants) could be overestimated by the LLNA, leading to false positive
results (Ball et al., 2011; OECD, 2010a). While this is certainly the case
for sodium lauryl sulfate (SLS), chloroform/methanol, Triton X-100,
oxalic acid, methyl salicylate, and nonanoic acid, analysis of chemicals
known to be skin irritants has not validated this generalization across
the entire class of non-sensitizing irritants(Ball et al., 2011). Most non-
sensitizing irritants are negative in the LLNA and those that are positive
may produce borderline results (with few exceptions). For example, the
sensitization hazard of SLS is derived from a clear dose-response curve
that is indicative of a positive LLNA result; however, when a weight-of-
evidence (WoE) approach is used, the interpretation of the LLNA results
may be reversed. There is no evidence that SLS is a skin sensitizer in
humans despite exposure; albeit limited, it lacks a structural alert for
sensitization and is a strong irritant (Basketter et al., 2009). Hence,
Basketter et al., 2009 have suggested that for the SI results obtained for
SLS in the LLNA (SISLS), a WoE approach could be developed around the
false positive result to implement this approach in a general sense.
Using SLS as reference for a test chemical with unknown skin sensiti-
zation hazard, irritant potential and SI predictions (SItest); if the
SItest < SISLS and no structural alert exists of sensitization, then the
LLNA prediction could be a suspected false positive and confidence in a

positive prediction of the “skin sensitization in humans” endpoint is
low. The reverse may also be considered: If SItest > SISLS and an
alerting structure exists for sensitization; then the chemical may be
suspected to be a true positive (Basketter et al., 2009). The confidence
could be adjusted accordingly based on the weight of evidence pre-
sented. This sort of analysis would be considered with a low reliability
LLNA study which may have been conducted at irritant concentrations.
Generally, the LLNA test is preceded by dose finding range studies and
minimally irritating to not irritating concentrations are tested.

Some LLNA protocols (LLNA-DA, and LLNA-BrdU-ELISA) use non-
radioactive methods to quantify lymphocyte proliferation. Results from
these protocols could be combined in training sets that would facilitate
binary level predictions; however, varying criteria for predicting a po-
sitive call may complicate the prediction of a meaningful continuous SI
or ECX value (where x is 3, 1.6, or 1.8 depending on the LLNA protocol
used) from such a dataset and would require a valid strategy for in-
tegrating the data. Another relevant issue with LLNA datasets that
arises in the curation process is the comparison and combination of SI
and EC3 values for tests conducted in different vehicles. While it seems
logical that vehicle effects are normalized in the derivation of the SI and
EC3 values, there are mechanisms that could lead to enhanced bioa-
vailability depending on the choice of vehicle. The rapid evaporation of
acetone, for example, may result in volatilization of the test chemical
and decreased bioavailability; whereas dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)
could potentially enhance penetration. Differing results may be ob-
tained between two LLNA tests using different vehicles and this could
influence hazard assessment (Hoffmann, 2015). In some cases, vehicle
effects may lead to the assignment of a chemical to two neighboring
potency classes (Anderson et al., 2011; Basketter et al., 2001; Dumont
et al., 2016; Hoffmann, 2015). This inherent variability in the LLNA
data (not exclusively caused by different vehicles) is translated to in
silico predictions. When combining multiple data sources, the most
conservative SI and ECx values could be adopted, unless there is com-
pelling evidence that the vehicle is potentiating or attenuating the ef-
fect of the test chemical. A less conservative, but valid, approach is to
use the mean, or median values, among other valid approaches
(Hoffmann et al., 2018).

Fig. 4. The hazard assessment framework annotated with sections that discuss the assessment and confidence score of each endpoint.
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2.6. Skin sensitization in rodents

The skin sensitization in rodent endpoint is evaluated through the
use of the GPMT and the BT method. Guinea pigs were historically used
to assess skin sensitization. Similar to the LLNA, while public data are
available, much of the GPMT and BT data are proprietary. The data that
exist could facilitate statistical modeling, the derivation of expert alerts,
and read-across.

2.7. Skin sensitization in humans

Historical data exist for this endpoint and, based on data quantity,
expert-alert derivation and read-across may be preferable to statistical
methods. In silico predictions could be useful for the prediction of di-
chotomized results of positive/negative. Potency predictions could be
challenging based on data availability. Evidence to support human
predictions includes clinical data (DPT) and usage/occupational ex-
posure data (Api et al., 2017). Further, the integration of the ‘skin
sensitization in vitro’ and the ‘skin sensitization in rodents’ endpoints,
along with any direct human evidence, are considered together as
weight of evidence for the prediction of the ‘skin sensitization in hu-
mans’ endpoint.

3. Endpoint assessment and confidence

The protocol details the integration of data with different reli-
abilities and relevance. Further, there may be cases in which informa-
tion that is critical to an assessment is missing. This section outlines the
rules/principles that could be applied when deriving an assessment and
its associated confidence based on the totality of evidence presented.

Fig. 4 shows the hazard assessment framework annotated with refer-
ences to where each of the following sections applies.

3.1. Covalent interaction with skin proteins assessment

Assessment of the ‘covalent interaction with skin proteins’ endpoint
includes consideration of metabolic transformation, reaction chemistry,
and DPRA/ADRA predictions. Fig. 5 shows how rules could be made
around the available information to derive an overall prediction of
hazard. If an experimental result is positive for the methods assessing
KE1 (DPRA/ADRA), then a positive assessment of the ‘covalent inter-
action with skin proteins’ is warranted. However, the reliability of the
prediction, as assessed by the scheme presented in Table 6 of the sup-
plementary material and described in (Myatt et al., 2018), varies de-
pending on the quality of the information presented and this has an
influence on the confidence score. The quality and reliability of an in
silico DPRA/ADRA prediction could be assessed according to the expert
review criteria described in (Myatt et al., 2018). Additional con-
siderations for both experimental (test article) and in silico (training set
examples and analogs) results include situations in which DPRA/ADRA
could lead to a false positive result due to oxidizing properties of the
test chemical, which can lead to peptide dimerization. An expert review
could inform on whether or not this is likely and if the assessment and
confidence score need adjustment. Assessments of negative DPRA/
ADRA results vary based on consideration of the metabolic potential of
the chemical together with knowledge of reaction chemistry. In general,
when the chemical is expected to be out of the metabolic domain of the
DPRA/ADRA then precedence is given to clearly-defined knowledge of
reaction chemistry (including mitigating factors, such as sterics) in the
overall assessment of the ‘covalent interaction with skin proteins’

Fig. 5. Decision tree showing how an
overall assessment and confidence score
could be derived for the covalent interac-
tion of skin proteins. The confidence scores
are based on RS1 experimental data: as-
suming relevant data and high reliability,
and, in practice, confidence scores may
need to be adjusted based on reliability
scores, SM Table 8. *If a pro-reactivity do-
main is assigned and the metabolic site
(determined using structural alerts for skin
metabolism) coincides with the pro-re-
activity domain center then the reversal in
assessment occurs. If the metabolic site and
the reactivity domain center do not align
then the assessment is inconclusive. §§The
inconclusive result is applicable in situa-
tions where structural alerts could be used
to determine if a structure is expected to
undergo metabolism but not identify the
metabolites. In this case, since the reactivity
of the metabolite cannot be confirmed, a
conclusion cannot be made on the assess-
ment. If the reactivity of the metabolites
could be predicted then the final assessment
depends on the metabolite reactivity.
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endpoint. If the reaction chemistry indicates a mechanism leading to
sensitization; particularly if the mechanism requires pro-activation then
the overall assessment of the ‘covalent interaction with skin proteins’ is
positive based on reaction chemistry knowledge, but the confidence is
medium. If the test article is out of the metabolic domain, negative in
DPRA/ADRA and no mechanistic alert could be identified in the
structure of the test chemical based on reaction chemistry, then the
DPRA/ADRA result is inconclusive as it cannot be said that the overall
assessment is either negative or positive. However, if metabolism is not
predicted to occur and the chemical is considered within the metabolic
domain of the DPRA/ADRA, then the negative result should be given
consideration in the overall assessment. A negative DPRA/ADRA pre-
diction (within the DPRA/ADRA metabolic domain) and a positive
mechanistic alert lead to a negative overall assessment, with a medium
confidence level, given that the DPRA/ADRA result is experimental and
the positive mechanistic alert introduces some uncertainty. An expert
review would consider whether or not the test chemical is within the
Schiff base reaction domain. In these cases a negative DPRA/ADRA
result may be mechanistically justifiable due to the protein-hapten in-
teraction being unfavorable under the test conditions as a result of the
abundance of water; particularly for chemicals that are indicated as less
potent sensitizers by other methods. In this case, the overall assessment
could be considered positive (after expert review) with a low con-
fidence. This positive result is based on giving greater precedence to the
mechanistic alert within this domain, and the decreased relevance of
the DPRA/ADRA due to the differential reactivity of chemicals within
the Schiff base domain. Further, co-elution of the test article with the

model nucleophile may lead to false negative predictions, although this
occurs to a lesser extent in the ADRA than in the DPRA (Fujita et al.,
2019).

In cases where the DPRA/ADRA result is positive, but no mechan-
istic alert can be assigned, it is worth considering whether mechanistic
knowledge could be provided by the protein reactivity results particu-
larly when close analogs point to the same structure-activity relation-
ship. Fig. 5 shows the ‘covalent interaction with skin proteins’ endpoint
and the confidence score decision tree based on RS1 data. The con-
fidence scores are expected to vary based on reliability and relevance;
as such, there are several possible permutations of the decision tree.
These general “rules” are expanded to provide a sense of the confidence
assigned to assessments with varying reliabilities and relevance, Sup-
plementary Material, section 4 (SM 4).

3.2. Events in keratinocytes

The confidence score obtained for the activation of the events in
keratinocytes towards skin sensitization varies based on the Log Kow of
the chemical. If there is a positive prediction (RS1, experimental) and
the Log Kow is < 5, then the result is assigned a high confidence. If the
Log Kow is greater than 5, then the confidence is medium for a positive
result and low for a negative prediction, since limited information is
available for such chemicals (OECD, 2018b). Regardless of Log Kow

values, negative results could be further assessed based on the occur-
rence of metabolism and the chemical mechanism of action.

A metabolic alert (indicative of an expected metabolic

Fig. 6A. Decision trees showing how an overall assessment and confidence score could be derived for the ‘events in keratinocytes’. The confidence scores here are
based on RS1 experimental data: assuming relevant data and high reliability, and, in practice, confidence scores may need to be adjusted based on reliability scores.
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transformation) along with a negative RS1/2 experimental or RS3 in
silico result, could indicate reduced relevance of the in vitro assays
predicting KE2 in this case – possibly because limited metabolic com-
petency of the cells used in the assay are responsible for a false nega-
tive. Therefore, the overall assessment would be negative but with a
low confidence score. If there is no biochemical transformation pre-
dicted, then the chemical mechanism of action could be considered. A
negative assessment for a chemical within the acyl transfer domain and
Schiff Base domain is conservatively assigned a low confidence score
based on the preference of chemicals within these domains for the ly-
sine instead of the cysteine moiety (representing decreased relevance).
It is worth mentioning that some chemicals within these domains are
accurately predicted as true negatives and a review of the relevance is
necessary to assign a higher confidence. Such a review might include an
examination of close analogs (or the test structure if data is available)
for their assessment in the DPRA/ADRA and or an animal model. If
close analogs are positive in the DPRA/ADRA and the lysine moiety; but
not cysteine, is implicated for covalent modification then the relevance
of the KE2 assays for predicting the test structure may be challenged.
However, if cysteine modification is apparent in the DPRA/ADRA
(positive for covalent interaction with skin proteins), it is more difficult
to challenge the relevance of the KE2 assays on that basis and con-
flicting information is presented by the two KEs. The analogs may be
further assessed and screened for existing animal data and/or in silico
predictions of the LLNA or GPMT. This serves the purpose to assess the
likelihood of a false negative prediction of the test structure by the KE2

assays. Where a false negative seems likely, the low confidence is ap-
propriate. In cases where the analogs are true negatives, the confidence
score could be increased to a medium level and this reflects that while
uncertainty is somewhat reduced, there is not absolute certainty in the
assessment. Within any other domain, a negative KE2 prediction is
considered with high confidence, given RS1/2 data. Varying reli-
abilities of the data could change the confidence scores in Fig. 6A and B
(see SM Table 9).

3.3. Events in dendritic cells

An overall assessment of the events in dendritic cells could be made
based on the h-CLAT (Fig. 7), U-SENS™ or IL-8 Luc assays (Fig. 8). A
positive response from these assays typically translates to a positive
overall call for the events in dendritic cells with high confidence in the
activation of the dendritic cells towards sensitization, but an expert
reviewer would be needed to adjust overall calls and confidence scores
for certain chemical classes, structural features, and physical-chemical
properties. For example: some chemical classes, such as surfactants,
may lead to false positive results in the U-SENS™, and a negative result
for a chemical that has a Log Kow greater than 3.5 is considered in-
conclusive for the h-CLAT. The pro/pre-hapten status of the test che-
mical is also relevant in each of the three assays. Negative results for
structures in which a site of metabolism leading to sensitization has
been identified are accepted with a medium level confidence from the
h-CLAT, U-SENS™ and IL-8 assays. In cases where there are no

Fig. 6B. Decision trees showing how an overall assessment and confidence score could be derived for the ‘events in keratinocytes’. The confidence scores here are
based on RS1 experimental data: assuming relevant data and high reliability, and, in practice, confidence scores may need to be adjusted based on reliability scores.
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additional parameters confounding the prediction, then the confidence
level is high for the negative predictions from the h-CLAT, U-SENS™,
and IL-8 Luc assays.

3.4. Skin sensitization in vitro

Integrating data to derive an overall assessment for the ‘skin sen-
sitization in vitro’ endpoint that correlates with the in vivo endpoint is an
active area of research. A number of defined approaches (DA) which
use varying DIPs have been developed to determine an overall assess-
ment of skin sensitization using non-animal/in-vitro/in silico models.
Any of the DAs described in Section 1 may be adopted here. There has
been regulatory acceptance of the “AOP 2 out of 3” approach and the
KE3/1 sequential testing strategy (STS) as alternatives to the LLNA for
regulatory submission to the United States Environmental Protection
Agency (US EPA) (EPA, 2018). Here, we discuss how to derive an
overall assessment and confidence when the “AOP 2 out of 3” approach
is used within the framework presented in this protocol.

The “AOP 2 out of 3” uses the outcome of three individual assays
that map to three KEs to derive a final assessment; however, within the
framework presented the assay results are integrated and propagated to
the three endpoints related to each key event. The difference between
the “AOP 2 out of 3” and the approach used in the framework is subtle,
but is worth mention. The “AOP 2 out of 3” approach considers the
outcome of the experimental systems – DPRA, KeratinoSens™, and h-
CLAT – but within the framework presented, the: ‘Covalent interaction

with skin proteins’, ‘Events in keratinocytes’, and ‘Events in dendritic
cells’ (KEs in the AOP) are considered. These KEs are assessed based on
knowledge of reaction chemistry and mechanistic understanding that is
not explicitly considered within the “AOP 2 out of 3” approach. Similar
to the “AOP 2 out of 3,” an overall assessment of hazard for the ‘skin
sensitization in vitro’ endpoint is determined based on a 2 out of 3
consensus among the endpoints. If outcomes (in silico/experimental) are
available for only two endpoints, and they have aligned outcomes, the
overall assessment of the endpoint is based on the concordant assess-
ments and the lower confidence score propagates. The adoption of the
lower confidence score reflects a conservative view of the assessment at
this stage of the analysis. However, if the confidence scores have the
same value for non-concordant assessments, then the overall prediction
for the ‘skin sensitization in vitro’ endpoint is inconclusive. Where there
are two concordant assessments, and the non-concordant assessment
occurs with high confidence, then the overall confidence could be
lowered by one level. Table 2 provides examples showing the derivation
of the overall assessment and the rationale for the final confidence
score. An alternative point of view suggests that the assays that predict
the ‘events in keratinocytes’, and ‘events in dendritic cells’, are de-
pendent on the ability of the test chemical to bind protein and therefore
point to the activation of the molecular initiating event, ‘covalent in-
teraction with skin proteins’. In this point of view, any improvement in
predictive performance that results from integrating the KEs across the
AOP is a result of reducing the influence of technical limitations of each
of the assays (Roberts, 2018; Roberts and Grace, 2018).

Fig. 7. Decision tree showing how an overall assessment and confidence score could be derived for the ‘events in dendritic cells’ based on the h-CLAT assay. The
confidence scores here are based on RS1 experimental data: assuming relevant data and high reliability, and, in practice, confidence scores may need to be adjusted
based on reliability scores.
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The discussion thus far has focused on assessing hazard from in vitro
data, but there are also existing strategies for predicting potency in
humans from in vitro data based on the DAs described in Section 1 and
reviewed in (Kleinstreuer et al., 2018). The Artificial Neural Network
Model for Predicting LLNA EC3 (Shiseido); Bayesian Network DIP (BN-
ITS-3) for Hazard and Potency Identification of Skin Sensitizers (P&G);
Sequential Testing Strategy (STS) for Sensitizing Potency Classification
Based on in Chemico and In Vitro Data (Kao); and ITS for Sensitizing
Potency Classification Based on In Silico; In Chemico, and In Vitro Data
(Kao) were found to predict potency class equally well, or better than
the LLNA. Similar to the earlier discussion on hazard, the DAs for as-
sessing potency use biological assay outcomes (mechanisms/effects
assessment within the HAF e.g. DPRA, KeratinoSens™, h-CLAT) as
endpoints and may integrate the information with in silico methods to
determine a potency class. Within the HAF presented, the assay out-
comes (in vitro/in silico effects/mechanisms assessment) are interpreted
in the context of their toxicological significance and integrated to de-
termine a toxicological endpoint according to the rules and principles
outlined in previous sections. The overall assessments of the KE end-
points may substitute for the outcome of the individual test methods in
data interpretation procedures.

3.5. Skin sensitization in vitro to skin sensitization in human extrapolation

Extrapolation of in vitro skin sensitization results to human skin
sensitization predictions is necessary to satisfy the European Union's
7th Amendment of the Cosmetic Directive and REACH regulations
which require and prefer the use of non-animal test methods for as-
sessing the human skin sensitization endpoint. The definition of the
AOP and the mechanistic information provided by the assays that map
to the AOP allow the human hazard identified for the ‘skin sensitization
in vitro’ outcome to be propagated to the human endpoint. The re-
levance of the integrated in vitro battery of tests is equally weighted

with the in vivo studies except in unique cases; for example, when
metabolism is thought to influence the outcome. As such, no change in
confidence (reliability and relevance of the prediction) is expected due
to the extrapolation of in vitro hazard.

3.6. Skin sensitization in rodent lymphocytes

A negative result in the LLNA is propagated to the skin sensitization
in rodent lymphocytes endpoint with high confidence. A weak sensi-
tizer may require investigation of the skin irritation potential of the
chemical, particularly if the result is derived from a lower-reliability
study that may not have considered irritation prior to designing the
test. The skin irritation potential will be determined through a HAF that
will be published in a separate protocol. Positive results due to con-
founding factors from irritants usually result in a low-level increase in
lymphocytes which could be misinterpreted as a weak sensitizing re-
sponse. In cases where a chemical is found to have a strong skin irri-
tation potential and is a weak sensitizer and the influence of irritation
cannot be ruled out, a positive assessment with low confidence could be
assigned to the ‘Events in rodent lymphocytes’ endpoint (Fig. 9).

3.7. Skin sensitization in rodents

This endpoint integrates guinea pig (GPMT and BT) and mouse
(LLNA) data. In the absence of LLNA data, the endpoint could be de-
termined through the scheme shown in Fig. 10. If guinea pig tests are
not conducted according to standard protocols, irritation could become
a confounding factor in the interpretation of the guinea pig test results
and influence the relevance of the study (OECD, 1992). Freund's com-
plete adjuvant (FCA) is used to maximize the guinea pig response;
however, FCA may also lower the irritation threshold. The implication
is that concentrations that were identified as non-irritating and suitable
for the challenge reaction might in fact produce an irritant response.

Fig. 8. Decision tree showing how an
overall assessment and confidence score
could be derived for the ‘events in dendritic
cells’ based on the U-SENS™ and IL-8 Luc
assay data. The confidence scores here are
based on RS1 experimental data: assuming
relevant data and high reliability, and, in
practice, confidence scores may need to be
adjusted based on reliability scores, SM
Table 10.
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Further, a hyperirritable state may be induced by the test article during
the induction phase that is not represented in the control, unless a
suitably irritating surrogate is used to induce the hyperirritable state in
the controls (Kligman and Basketter, 1995; OECD, 1992). An irritant
effect cannot be distinguished from an allergic response by visual ex-
amination. As such, post challenge examination is helpful in distin-
guishing a sensitization response from an irritant effect. Chemicals that
are identified as irritants could be confidently predicted as non-sensi-
tizers if observations of erythema dissipate within one day of challenge
and/or there is a negative re-challenge test one week after the initial
challenge (Kligman and Basketter, 1995). A positive result for a che-
mical that is irritating but predicted to be a weak sensitizer is afforded a
low confidence score if deviations from OECD, 1992 result in decreased
reliability and relevance of the study as discussed above.

When both guinea pig and mouse data are available and are con-
cordant, then the result is translated to the ‘skin sensitization in rodent’
endpoint with exact or higher confidence scores being adopted. For
example, if the LLNA is positive with medium confidence and the
GPMT/BT is positive with low confidence, then the skin sensitization in
rodent endpoint is assessed as positive with medium confidence. In
cases where the data are discordant, the strategy for deriving an overall
assessment may vary case-to-case. A high reliability guinea pig test has
an advantage over the LLNA because it includes both induction and
challenge phases, and is as such, more representative of the entire
sensitization process. However, in contrast to the LLNA, the guinea pig
test results are based on a qualitative measure and a subjective end-
point. Potency is better assessed through the LLNA since it is derived
from dose-response relationships and the read-out is quantitative;
nonetheless, some chemical classes are over-classified in the LLNA. It is
valuable to consider how the challenge reaction affects interpretation of
an assessment. It could be argued that the LLNA is an assay and non-
specific reactions can occur that may or may not relate to allergenic
potential (respiratory sensitizers test positive in the LLNA, for example)
while the dermal challenge in the guinea pig tests lends more con-
fidence that any observations of sensitization are specific to the skin. A
default principle that could be adopted is to evaluate the ‘skin sensiti-
zation in rodent’ endpoint based on either the LLNA or GPMT/BT as-
sessment with the higher confidence score and conservatively decrease
the score by one level to reflect any uncertainty. For example, an LLNA
that is assessed as positive with medium confidence, and a GP test that
is negative with low confidence, would lead to a ‘skin sensitization in
rodent’ assessment as positive with low confidence. In these circum-
stances, a review of the predictions is prudent and the assessment and
confidence scores may be adjusted based on the review.

3.8. Skin sensitization in rodents to skin sensitization in human
extrapolation

There are two schools of thought on rodent-to-human extrapolation
that draw from a two different perspectives on risk assessment: one is
that LLNA potency categories and EC3 values correlate well with
human potency categories and NOEL values, and could therefore be
used as a surrogate for the NOEL and for direct prediction of human
potency class (Basketter et al., 2005). Alternatively, a safety factor may
be incorporated based on the interspecies variation that may occur
between the mouse and humans; although, this factor could be lowered
in cases where a better correlation may be expected (e.g., based on
existing human data for a close analogue) (Roberts and Api, 2018).
Roberts and Api (2018), have defined alerts for cases where the LLNA is
not a good predictor of human potency. Guinea pig tests also provide
relevant information on hazard and potency. However, tests that use
adjuvant and intradermal routes of exposure (GPMT) present a chal-
lenge for interpreting human potency, and in those situations potency
estimation via the BT may be more relevant. The data however, could
serve in a weight-of-evidence case for potency determination through
interpretation and comparison of different test results and also withTa
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Fig. 9. Decision tree showing how an
overall assessment and confidence score
could be derived for the “Events in rodent
lymphocytes” based on the LLNA. The con-
fidence scores here are based on RS1/2 ex-
perimental data (except in the case of *):
assuming relevant data and high reliability,
and, in practice, confidence scores may
need to be adjusted based on reliability
scores. *Concentrations tested in the LLNA
are either non-irritating or mildly irritating.
The low confidence score reflects the non-
specific increase in lymphocyte prolifera-
tion that could occur with irritants.

Fig. 10. Decision tree showing how an overall assessment and confidence score could be derived for the ‘skin sensitization in rodents’ endpoint based on guinea pig
tests. The confidence scores here are based on RS1 experimental data (except in the case of *): assuming relevant data and high reliability, and, in practice, confidence
scores may need to be adjusted based on reliability scores. *GPMT/BT challenge concentrations are non-irritating; however, deviations from OECD 406 may reduce
the relevance of the study and decrease the confidence in the endpoint.
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known benchmark chemicals (Kimber et al., 2001).

3.9. Skin sensitization in humans

The ‘skin sensitization in humans’ endpoint could be evaluated
through several other endpoints such as the ‘skin sensitization in vitro’
endpoint (section 3.5), the ‘skin sensitization in rodent endpoints’
(section 3.8), or through the integration of the ‘skin sensitization in
vitro’, ‘skin sensitization in rodents’, and human assessments, combined
with supporting data from non-standard endpoints such as photo-
allergy. A positive HMT/HRIPT is indicative of adverse outcome in
humans and can potentially be used to assign a potency class. In the
absence of reliable studies, other sources of evidence may be sought.
The first line of evidence arises from the toxicological relationships that
could be drawn from the chemical's structure. The presence of a
structural alert for sensitization in humans provides evidence for the
elicitation of the adverse outcome. Structural alerts and diagnostic
patch testing with positive incidences in greater than 1% of the popu-
lation (considered to be high incidence) in relation to low usage volume
(a measure of exposure) provides evidence for the skin sensitization
potential of a chemical, although it does not provide a definite assess-
ment (Api et al., 2017). If a compound has no structural alerts and
diagnostic patch testing data indicate< 1% frequency, the overall
evidence may together indicate a negative assessment, especially if the
use volume is high. It is important to note that the indication of a 1%
incidence rate is based on expert opinion and as such is not meant to
represent a rule that requires strict compliance. Many combinations of
scenarios are possible.

In cases where human and in vitro/in vivo sensitization assessments
do not align, additional information could be gathered from the ‘skin
sensitization in vitro’ and/or ‘skin sensitization in rodents’ endpoints to
build a weight of evidence case. There are many permutations of assay
results at this level but some general guidance can be provided to the
evaluator towards an overall assessment. It is generally recommended
that the assessments that are assigned more frequently should be pro-
pagated to the overall human endpoint. However, if reliable human
data (RS1/2) is available, then the assessment of this data is given
priority in the decision-making process. Table 13 of the supplementary
material expands on the principles to derive an overall assessment
given in vitro and rodent evidence. Due to ethical concerns, human
testing is no longer considered appropriate for most compounds, so
much of the human data is older, or based on clinical reports, and may
therefore lack information to assess its quality, necessitating the filter of
expert opinion. Careful consideration is required in assessing con-
fidence of the HMT and HRIPTs. For the HMT and, especially for the
HRIPT as used by the fragrance industry, low doses are often tested as
the goal is to corroborate an animal study while trying to avoid sensi-
tizing the subjects. Therefore, there can be quite a bit of uncertainty in a
negative result because a higher test concentration could potentially
produce a positive result in humans.

Table 3 shows factors to consider in assigning confidence to a
human study in general. There are however some specific exceptions to

these criteria when assessing the HMT and HRIPTs. The exposure sce-
narios in the HMT and HRIPT may not represent real-world exposure
because the test chemical is applied under occlusive conditions and the
outcomes can be viewed as subjective because an observer grades the
skin reaction.

4. Case studies

The case studies demonstrate the interpretation of results when a
series of statistical models ((Q)SARs), structural alerts, or read-across
are used to fill data gaps for effects and mechanisms that are included in
the hazard assessment framework. The studies demonstrate how aspects
of the rules and principles are implemented to derive an assessment,
reliability score and confidence score, when the assessment is made
using either or both existing experimental data or in silico methods.

4.1. Case 1a: Compound with conflicting data (“skin sensitization in vitro”
endpoint determination)

An assessor needed to determine the hazard associated with a
compound. The compound was predicted to be reactive towards pro-
teins via an Acyl or SN2 reaction, and could be assigned to a reaction
domain based on reaction chemistry alerts. Data that was generated
based on OECD TG 442C (DPRA) was available for the compound. The
data indicated that the compound was negative for protein reactivity.
Based on adherence to the test guideline, a reliability score of RS1 was
assigned to the study. In silico tools (statistical results (QSAR) and
alerts) were available for the DPRA prediction, and these predictions
were also negative. The statistical model and the alerts both had a re-
liability score of RS5. In silico assessments of dermal metabolism were
negative after an expert review. The review increased the reliability of
the dermal metabolism alert from RS5 to RS3. The overall assessment
for ‘covalent interaction with skin proteins’ was negative; however, the
confidence was assigned as medium, based on the conflicting me-
chanistic/reaction chemistry alert for protein reactivity, Fig. 11a.

There is experimental data for the KeratinoSens™ assay which is
afforded a positive assessment with a reliability score of RS1 (the study
adhered to OECD TG 442D), so the overall assessment for the ‘Events in
Keratinocytes’ KE is positive with high confidence. Experimental data is
not available for the ‘Events in Dendritic Cells’ KE. The assessor would
like to use the “2 out of 3” approach and is faced with two conflicting
assessments based on in vitro data. A statistical model (QSAR) was used
to predict the results of the h-CLAT assay and the assessment is negative
with a reliability score of RS3, after an expert review. The overall as-
sessment of the ‘Events in Dendritic Cells’ KE is negative with a medium
confidence. Based on the two concordant assessments with aligned
confidence scores (Negative, Medium confidence), and a third assess-
ment that is conflicting with high confidence (Positive, High con-
fidence), the overall assessment of in vitro skin sensitization endpoint is
negative with low confidence.

Table 3
Factors increasing and decreasing confidence in a human study (Schulz et al., 2010; Sibbald and Roland, 1998).

Factors increasing confidence Factors decreasing confidence

Objective clearly stated and linked to measured outcome Ambiguous objective, poorly linked to measured outcome
Randomized controlled study

Randomized double-blind study
Uncontrolled and not randomized (or case report)
No blinded control in study

Study conducted long enough to observe the effect Study duration too short to observe the effect
Control substance application matches test substance application and represents

the real-world exposure
Control substance application does not match test substance application or does not
represents the real-world exposure scenario

Outcome clearly defined and measured through a quantitative endpoint Subjective outcome based on perception
Statistical rationale behind determination of sample size No rationale behind sample size selection
Description of study population available for review No description of study population available
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4.2. Case 1b: Compound with conflicting data (‘skin sensitization in
humans’ endpoint determination)

A further assessment was completed for the same compound as in
Case 1a. This assessor has LLNA and GPMT data with conflicting as-
sessments. The LLNA data is positive with an EC3 (%) value that in-
dicates weak sensitization. The study is assigned the lowest reliability
score of 5 based on significant deviations from OECD Test No. 429 that
could alter both the reliability and relevance of the study. In silico as-
sessments using expert alerts and statistical models are both negative.
The weak sensitizing effect and the mis-aligned in silico results prompt
the assessor to consider the irritation potential of the chemical.
Experimental data is available for the in vitro skin irritation test using

the Reconstructed Human Epidermis (RHE) test method. The assess-
ment of skin irritation is positive with a score of RS1. The assessor
conducts an expert review of the LLNA and suspects a false positive
LLNA result. The ‘Events in Rodent Lymphocytes’ endpoint could be
assigned as positive with low confidence; however, the negative in silico
results are more reliable and relevant in this situation and the negative
assessment carries over to the ‘Events in Rodent Lymphocytes’ endpoint
with medium confidence. The GPMT data is negative with a reliability
of RS1 since the study adhered to OECD 406 and the irritant effect was
considered in the study design and interpretation of results. In silico
models agree with the experimental GPMT result. The overall assess-
ment of ‘Skin sensitization in rodents’ is negative with a high con-
fidence, Fig. 11b.

Fig. 11a. Derivation of the ‘skin sensitization in vitro’ endpoint using the “AOP 2 out of 3” approach (Case 1a).

Fig. 11b. Derivation of the ‘Skin Sensitization in Rodents’ endpoint.
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To further investigate the outcome in humans, the assessor con-
ducted an in silico assessment using a set of alerts that were developed
using HMT and HRIPT data as a reference database and no alerting
structure were found. No human study data were available; however,
DPT data were available and consecutive patients showed frequencies
of 0% in a study. The absence of positive DPT results are indicative of
no sensitization in humans, although a conclusion cannot be made from
DPT data alone.

Given the weight of evidence presented in Case 1a and 1b a final
determination of the ‘skin sensitization in humans’ can be made. In this
case, a well conducted GPMT carried significant weight towards the
negative sensitization assessment with high confidence; reflecting the
high reliability and relevance of the information. Other evidence sup-
porting a negative assessment included a negative protein binding test
which was reinforced by negative in silico models predictions of protein
binding; and negative (Q)SARs predicting the ‘Events in dendritic cells’,
and LLNA. The conflicting piece of information presented by the LLNA
study was viewed as less reliable and relevant information due pri-
marily to confounding irritant effects in the study. A second piece of
conflicting information was presented by the KeratinoSens™ experi-
mental study. While no specific explanation for this false positive was
determined, the body of negative evidence for the ‘skin sensitization in
vitro’ endpoint supports the negative assessment and the low confidence
reflects any uncertainty in the assessment of that endpoint. However,
the ‘sensitization in vitro’ assessment does not discredit the ‘skin sensi-
tization in rodents’ assessment. Since the in vitro and rodent endpoints
are both equally relevant when the in vitro endpoint is derived through
a defined approach, the endpoint that contains more reliable informa-
tion contributes more to the overall confidence. The in vitro endpoint
does not introduce any uncertainty in the GPMT experimental findings,
and taken together with the DPT data, the final confidence score is high
in this negative case, Fig. 11c. There may be instances where a higher
level of conservatism is necessary than presented. In such instances, the
confidence score could be reduced to medium, although a change in the
assessment might be difficult to justify.

4.3. Case 2a: Pro/pre-hapten assessment

Fig. 12a details the assessment for the mechanisms/effects that were

considered in the case. A chemical is being screened for possible use in
the cosmetics industry. It is expected to undergo metabolic transfor-
mation leading to the formation of quinones, which have a high prob-
ability to react via Michael addition (MA). There are positive alerts for
dermal metabolism and the site of metabolism coincides with a pro-MA
reactivity alert. Negative DPRA data are available and the DPRA study
is assigned a reliability score of 1 based on adherence to OECD TG
442C. However, based on knowledge that the compound contains a pro-
reactive feature that coincides with a site of metabolism, the relevance
of the DPRA for testing the compound is challenged since any activity
that results from a metabolic transformation may be missed. The DPRA
test is considered not relevant for the compound tested, and the as-
sessment of the ‘Covalent interaction with skin proteins’ is based on the
assignment of a pro-reactive domain. Although there may be cases
where a pro-reactive domain assignment does not lead to protein in-
teraction due to deactivating features, a conservative approach to as-
sessing the endpoint given a pro-reactive feature is to assign a positive
assessment with a lowered confidence. No other in vitro data are
available for the compound. A (Q)SAR was developed based on pro-
prietary data for the KeratinoSens™ assay. The test compound is as-
sessed as positive in the (Q)SAR, with the pro-MA feature identified as
significant by the model. After a review of the (Q)SAR prediction, the
‘Events in Keratinocytes’ is assessed as positive with medium con-
fidence. No data or models were available for the ‘Events in dendritic
cells’ endpoint. Given the positive assessment for ‘Covalent interaction
with skin proteins’ and the ‘Events in Keratinocytes’, the overall as-
sessment for the ‘Skin Sensitization in vitro’ endpoint is made using the
“2 out of 3” approach. The overall assessment of the ‘Skin Sensitization
in vitro’ endpoint is positive with low confidence based on the two
aligned positive assessments and the lower confidence score propa-
gating to the endpoint, Fig. 12a. It is possible to extrapolate the existing
hazard information to the ‘Skin sensitization in humans’ endpoint and
assess it as positive with low confidence.

4.4. Case 2b: Pro/pre-hapten assessment example 2

Consider an extension of the case presented in Section 4.3. LLNA
data are not available for the test compound but are available for close
analogs. In addition there is a low quality guinea pig test for the test

Fig. 11c. Derivation of the ‘skin Sensitization in Humans’ endpoint from the weight of evidence presented from the ‘Skin Sensitization skin in vitro’ and ‘Skin
Sensitization in Rodents’ endpoints. DPT data is also used to support the overall assessment.
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compound that indicates a positive sensitization response. Read-across
is performed using the LLNA data for the analogs. The analogs all
contained the pro-reactive feature and formed a congeneric series that
allowed interpolation of the LLNA EC3 value. The EC3 value was pre-
dicted to be 3.2%, indicative of a moderate sensitizer. The ‘Events in
rodent lymphocytes’ endpoint was assessed as positive with medium
confidence based on the read-across result. The guinea pig test is as-
signed a reliability score of RS5 based on deviations from OECD 406. A
review of the study showed that for an induction concentration of 1%,
the sensitization incidence is 100% suggesting that the compound could
be classified as a Category 1A sensitizer. After an expert review of the
study, the reliability score is increased to RS3. The overall assessment of
the ‘Skin Sensitization in Rodents’ endpoint is assessed as positive, with
medium confidence based on the weight of evidence presented by the
LLNA read-across and guinea pig study.

The ‘Skin sensitization in rodents’ and the ‘Skin sensitization in vitro’

endpoints both support that assignment of a positive hazard assessment
for the ‘skin sensitization in humans’ with medium confidence. Fig. 12b
shows the flow of information within the hazard assessment framework.

5. Reporting

An important consideration towards in silico standardization, re-
producibility and transparency is a consistent reporting format (Myatt
et al., 2018). The general protocol (Myatt et al., 2018) describes a
proposed reporting format that includes the elements that provide
completeness of information. The report format is reproduced in
Table 4 with a minor modification for the skin sensitization endpoint. In
addition to the description of models, databases, and tools that were
used, it is also recommended to describe any IATAs, DIPs or DAs that
were used in deriving the overall assessment. The details that are sug-
gested should allow another expert to repeat the process and achieve

Fig. 12a. Derivation of the ‘skin sensitization in vitro’ endpoint using the “AOP 2 out of 3” approach (Case 2).

Fig. 12b. Derivation of the ‘Skin Sensitization in Humans’ using the “AOP 2 out of 3” approach (Case 2).
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the same results. Further, the standardized report enables streamlined
and consistent review of regulatory submissions across industries and
endpoints. Section 5 of the Supplementary Material (SM5) provides an
example of a report for sensitization hazard.

6. Conclusion

The skin sensitization in silico protocol presented here is the first
publication to outline a systematic assessment of skin sensitization
based on both experimental data and in silico predictions. It includes a
HAF and provides general rules for the in silico toxicological assessment
of chemicals within the framework. The framework is transparent and
flexible as it does not require the generation of all endpoints to derive
an overall assessment of ‘skin sensitization in humans’ and can ac-
commodate quantitative and qualitative predictions and/or experi-
mental results. There are cases where extrapolation to the human
endpoint is possible and this has been described. The corresponding
assessment of the confidence for all endpoints allows the protocol to be
used in a variety of use cases. For example, assessments with low
confidence scores may still have practical usage in screening or prior-
itization use cases. In addition, the protocol highlights experimental
approaches or in silico models that could be incorporated into the HAF
in the near future. Expert review is a critical element in any such pro-
cedure and items to consider as part of this review are listed to support
a more consistent assessment. The standardization of the HAF for per-
forming in silico methods is designed to support increased use and ac-
ceptance of in silico tools among regulatory agencies and industries
alike.
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o Summary of toxicological endpoint assessment and confidence
o Summary of supporting information

Purpose - Specification of the problem formulation
Materials and methods - QSAR model(s), expert alerts, and other models used with version number(s) and any parameters set as part of the prediction (e.g., QMRFa format)

- Databases searched with version number(s)
- Description of any IATAs, DIPs, DAs used
- Tools used as part of any read-across with version number(s)

Results of Analysis - Details of the results and expert review of the in silico models and any experimental data, including results of the applicability domain analysis
- Report of any read-across analysis, including source analogs and read-across justifications

Conclusion - Summarize the overall analysis including experimental data, in silico methods and expert review
- Final prediction that is based on expert judgment

References - Complete bibliographic information or links to this information, including test guidelines referred to in the experimental data, etc.
Appendices (optional) - Full (or summary) study reports used or links to the report, detailed (or summary) in silico reports, reports on the models used (e.g., QMRF reports)

a QMRF – QSAR Model Reporting Format.
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Glossary

Ac: Acylation
ACD: Allergic Contact Dermatitis
ADRA: Amino Acid Derivative Reactivity Assay
AOP: Adverse Outcome Pathway
ARE: Antioxidant/electrophile response element
BT: Buehler test
CD54: Cluster of Differentiation 54, a co-stimulatory adhesion molecule that is expressed

in dendritic cells
CD86: Cluster of Differentiation 86, a co-stimulatory adhesion molecule that is expressed

in dendritic cells
CV70: Concentration of test chemical yielding a cell viability of 70% in the U-SENS™

method
DA: Defined Approach
DC: Dendritic cells
DIP: Data interpretation procedure
DPRA: Direct Peptide Reactivity Assay
DSA05: Dose per skin area that produced a positive response in 5% of the tested popu-

lation
EC1.5: Lowest concentration inducing a 1.5-fold change in luciferase activity in the assays

measuring KE2
EC150: Effective concentrations yielding a relative fluorescence intensity [RFI] of 150%

for CD86 in the h-CLAT test
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EC200: Effective concentrations yielding a relative fluorescence intensity [RFI] of 200%
for CD54 in the h-CLAT test

EC3: Effective concentration of a test chemical that gives a stimulation index with a three-
fold increase over the vehicle control in the LLNA

EC3: Concentration with 3 fold luciferase induction in the KeratinoSens™ test
GARD: Genomic allergen rapid detection
GPMT: Guinea Pig Maximization test
GST: Glutathione S-transferase
HAF: Hazard assessment framework
h-CLAT: Human Cell Line Activation test
HMT: Human Maximization Test
HRIPT: Human Repeat Insult Patch Test
hTCPA: human T cell priming assay
IATA: Integrated approach to testing and assessment
IC: Induction concentration in GPMT
IC50: Concentration for 50% reduction of viability in KeratinoSens™ test
IL-18: Interleukin-18
IL-8: Interleukin-8
IL-8 Luc: Interleukin-8 Reporter Gene Assay
KE: Key Event
KE1: Key event 1: Covalent interaction with skin proteins
KE2: Key event 2: Events in keratinocytes
KE3: Key event 3: Events in dendritic cells
KE4: Key event 4: Events in lymphocytes

Keap1: Kelch-like ECH-associated protein 1
LLNA: Local Lymph Node Assay
LOEL: Lowest observed effect level
Log Kow: n-octanol/water partition coefficient
MA: Michael addition
MHC: Major histo-compatibility complex
MIE: Molecular initiating event
NOEL: No Observed Effect Level
NQ01: NADPH-quinone oxidoreductase 1
Nrf2: Nuclear factor (erythroid-derived 2)-like 2
OECD: Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
QMM: Quantitative Mechanistic Models
(Q)SAR: (Quantitative) Structure-Activity Relationship
RFI: Relative fluorescence intensity
SB: Schiff base formation
SI: Stimulation index
SLS: Sodium lauryl sulfate
SM: Supplementary material
SN1: Unimolecular nucleophilic substitution
SN2: Bimolecular nucleophilic substitution
SNAr: Nucleophilic aromatic substitution
STS: Sequential Testing Strategy
U-SENS™: U937 cell line activation Test
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